2017 MPSSAA Field Hockey Quiz #2

1.

On a penalty corner, the insertion comes out of the circle, comes back in, and the first
shot on goal is a hit. The ball rises off the ground 20 inches, then falls back to the ground
at the stroke mark and trickles into the goal. There is no danger to the players. Goal or
no goal?

2.

In clearing the ball inside the circle, the goalie lifts the ball with her stick into her glove.
She then uses her glove to set up a punt, clearing the ball down the field. There is no
danger on the way up, in the air, or when it comes down. Play on?

3. In an attempt to dodge her defender, the attack player A-1 lifts her stick over the defender
B-1’s head. This is the first time it has happened in the game.
a. No call
b. Play on, hold advantage for attack player A-1.
c. Whistle play dead. Free hit to defender B-1.
d. Whistle play dead; free hit to defender B-1 and card attack player A-1.
4. A lone attack player A-2 crosses the 25-yard line. The goalie comes out of the circle to
play the ball with her feet. Attack player A-2 maintains possession, enters the circle,
shoots, and misses the cage. How should play be restarted?
5. A penalty corner is called with 24 seconds left in the second half with a score of 5-0.
After the insertion and ensuing play in the circle, time on the clock expires. Should the
umpire blow his/her whistle to end the game or wait until the penalty corner is
completed?
6. A player who is air dribbling is carrying the ball resting on the face of her stick without
tapping. What should the umpire do?
7. An attack player is dribbling down her alley. She centers the ball to a teammate standing
at the broken line circle. The teammate’s stick deflects the ball high into a crowd of
players in the circle. Name the point of the foul.
8. In executing a penalty corner, the player inserting the ball into play has one foot outside
of the field of play and the other on the end line. Is this permitted?

